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Join us as we
attempt to unlock
some of the
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interesting secrets!
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dark matter.
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I Need to Get This Off My Chest
Not my Shirt, You Pervs...
Autumn MacDonald
Co-Editor

TBH. Let’s honestly talk about
honesty.
Honesty. A virtue that is highly respected and frequently sought
after. Such a noble, almost humbling
virtue, shouldn’t it be normalized in
society?
In society, seemingly, honesty
is a rare commodity. Maybe it’s just
me, but I feel like honesty doesn’t
exist to the same extent as perhaps
it once did ‘back in the day’. Maybe
this is due to my demographic and
current place in society...but honesty
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is rare to ﬁnd.
When we encounter a person
who is straightforward or honest,
they are perceivably so admirable
because of their honesty.
Ambiguity often replaces honesty, whether that be in the form of
empty promises, withholding information to ‘spare feelings’, making
generic statements or littering “maybes” across almost all conversations.
Ambiguity is the centre of contemporary relationships. Whether
that be avoiding deﬁning romantic
relationships, not committing to
events, or maybe not telling your
friends certain truths they should
maybe be aware of.
Perhaps honesty and truth are
too close to reality, a reality that we
are uncomfortable facing. Ambiguity
eliminates commitment to the consequences of genuinely speaking for or
against something.

Ambiguity is the centre
of contemporary
relationships.
If ambiguity and absence of honesty is the norm, I challenge you, and
myself, to step out of the norm and
be honest in all that you do.
Own your beliefs and morals,
follow conﬁdently the path your
heart wanders. Although the path can
sometimes be hard to follow, and
people will try to dissuade you, staying honest will lead you in directions
you never thought possible.
Honesty can open doorways and
bring opportunities to your life.

POKEMON Go-NE!

Staying Relevant in a World of Mass Consumption
Sammy Lowe
Co-Editor

www.facebook.com/DagligtaleNews
@DagligtaleNews
@thedagligtale

We wish to acknowledge that the
land on which we gather is Treaty 6
territory and a traditional meeting
ground for many Indigenous peoples.
The territory on which the Augustana
Campus of the University of Alberta
is located provided a travelling route
and home to the Cree, Blackfoot, and
Métis, as it did for the Nakoda, Tsuu
T’ina, Chipewyan, and other Indigenous peoples. Their spiritual and practical relationships to the land create a
rich heritage for our learning and our
life as a community.
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Gyms. Pokestops. Lures. Team
Instinct, Mystic and Valour. 1800 CP
Gyarados. Unless you’ve been living
under a rock or in a cave with no WiFi reception, these terms are likely to
be at least somewhat familiar to you.
That is because they are all associated with Pokemon Go, a massively popular augmented-reality (AR)
available on most smart devices,
such as iphone and android.
The game, which places you in
the role of a Pokemon Trainer aspiring to “Catch ‘Em All”, gained
instant popularity in North America
following its release date on July 6th
this summer.
It became the most downloaded
game for mobile devices in the United-States after only a month, surpassing even the fabled Candy Crush
--a favourite of moms’ everywhere.
Some of the factors that contributed to this game’s substantial popularity include its nostalgic value for
older Pokemon fans, the innovative
AR, GPS capabilities and functions it

employs, as well as the social component and positive gaming community that it evokes.
Whether it was two in the afternoon or three in the morning, you
could always ﬁnd friendly would-be
Pokemon trainers willing to trade
their recent catches or point you in
the direction of secret poke-hotspots.
But what started as an explosive
and ubiquitous phenomenon has
seemingly begun to ﬁzzle out now
that the chill of fall is beginning to
set in.
While there are still a few
Pokemon go-ers out and about, most
of the bridges and parks that were
once bustling with late-night Trainers at midnight now remain mostly
empty.
Why is this? It seemed like you
couldn’t go ﬁve minutes this summer
without being exposed to the app in
one form or another. How could such
an unprecedented gaming trend lose
steam so quickly?
I would argue that, while some
factors such as colder weather and
the commencement of a new academic year are important contributors, the main driver of this decline
in ‘Go-ing’ is the unavoidable reality
of our consumerist society.
We demand high quality ‘stuff’
to consume, spend two weeks fawning and obsessing over this ‘stuff’,
and then subsequently discard it to

make way for something newer and
more exciting.
This trend of demand-consume-discard cycles again and again,
and encompasses everything from
apps to coffee beverages to all forms
of media.
Who knows how long it will
take for this cycle to render Pokemon
Go completely irrelevant, or why
countless phenomena like this one
fall by the wayside while others like
Starbucks continue to pervade and
remain ﬁxed in our society?
Maybe if Pokemon Go introduces an update which includes a
Pumpkin Spice Pokeball or a Frappuccino-mon, it will survive to see
another day.

Courtney Nicholson shows off her
big Kakuna.
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Augustana’s 4-1-1

Get the Scoop on Current Campus Events
by KEN WINDER
Alcohol Policy
I met with Randal Nickel, the
Executive Director of Student Life,
last week to discuss the alcohol
policy on campus and in residence.
Though he could not comment on
how the alcohol policy is currently
beneﬁting students, he was adamant
Treaty Bear
about revisiting the policy this acaWe have a new addition to our
campus, the Treaty Bear, by sculptor demic year.
“My commitment to you, with
Stewart Steinhauer of the Saddle
the support of Dean Berger, is to
Cree Nation. The Treaty Bear is on
loan to our campus from the sculptor revisit the policy to make it more
effective to the needs and lifestyles
for one year.
of students in a safe and effective
Treaty Bear is a six territory
marker bear, and is a part of a series. manner.”
This doesn’t mean that the
The sculpture’s polished granite surface is inviting to touch and the Trea- alcohol ban will be scrapped altogether with no work to be done by
ty Bear reads “We Are All Related”
students. To ensure that Augustana
in both English and Cree syllabics.
The Treaty Bear was welcomed
Campus and residence remains a safe
to Campus on September 14th in
environment for everyone, there may
a ceremony where Associate Dean
have to safe drinking seminars and
Academic Dr. Karsten Mundel acspeciﬁc rules and guidelines to be
knowledged Treaty Six Territory.
put in place.
If you have any comments, quesYou can read more about the
tions, or concerns about the alcohol
Treaty Bear, sculptor Stewart Steinhauer, and the University of Alberta’s policy, feel free to contact Randal
Nickel either by email (rnickel@
commitment to Truth and Reconcilualberta.ca) or in his ofﬁce upstairs
iation on the University of Alberta
in Faith and Life.
home page.

Lion Bear Fox is one of many fantatsic groups that will be performing at the
Bailey Theatre. For upcoming music shows, check out www.rosecityroots.ca

Lion Bear Fox

B.C. Band Plays the Bailey
by CAROLYN VENTER

This Oct. 22nd you are in for
a treat. For only 15 dollars you can
share the company of a band that
calls themselves, the Lion Bear Fox.
To put that in layman’s terms,
that’s the same price as a formal ticket or a pillow with Nicholas Cage’s

face on it (Amazon.ca).
The band hails from British
Columbia and consists of Christopher Arruda (Lion), Cory Woodward
(Bear), and Ryan McMahon (Fox).
Unlike the Barenaked Ladies,
this band believes in the importance
of its image. Ryan says, “I don’t
know if I would take us seriously if
the Fox was up there in shorts and
sandals.”
On the other hand, Ryan hadn’t
heard of the term beard grooming before, so how hip can they really be?
When I asked how the band got
together Ryan told me he “had invited Chris and Cory to go on a Mr.
Sensitive acoustic tour with him” and
that their band name had developed
from each of their spirit animals.

With the arrival of the Treaty Bear, the new ASA councillors and a new
intercity bus route (Tues and Fri), Augustana is quite the bumpin’ campus!
The Polls Are In!
Here’s who you voted to be in
ofﬁce and their corresponding ofﬁce
hours:
First Year Representatives
Peter Ogunmodede
Wednesday 2:00-3:00pm
Racquel Deveau
Monday 11:00am-12:00pm
Second Year Representatives
Alex Ho
Wednesday 3:15-4:15pm
Hannan Mohamud
Monday 1:00pm-2:00pm

Too ashamed to ask them one
of the most hated band questions of
all time, I turned to their Wikipedia
page, which describes their sound as
‘folk rock’. Unfortunately, Wikipedia
couldn’t give us the answer to Ryan’s
least favourite interview question,
“Boxers or Briefs?”
He did, however, tell us that
he has a ‘nook’ of baseball cards in
his basement, and that his favourite
artists as of late are Will Hoge and
Blake Mills (if you know who those
people are, you are a better person
than I).
Not unlike many of us spending
thousands of dollars on a degree

Third Year Representative
Peace Tokode
Thursday 10:00-11:00am
Fourth Year Representative
Natasha Mutize
Thursday 2:00-3:00
International Student
Representative
Aliya Kadirova
Tuesday 2:15-3:15pm
Aboriginal Students’
Representative
Emily MacMillan
Wednesday 3:15-4:15pm
Councilor-At-Large
Ivy Njoroge
Thursday 10:00-11:00am
from a liberal arts college, the band
deﬁnes success as “being able to
make a comfortable living while still
doing what [you] love.”
When I asked Ryan why people
should come out and see their show
he stated, “We’re all just trying to become better people than we were the
day before, and a lot of the themes in
our songs describe just that.”
So if you don’t care about being
a good person, looking cool, or
having fun, then this just isn’t your
show. As for the rest of you, I’ll see
you at the Bailey on Oct. 22nd at 8
pm!
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Dr. Judy Liao

Familiar Faces

Get to know your Augustana Faculty

Dr. Judy Liao is the new Assistant
Professor of Sport Studies for the
Department of Social Science.

by JENNIFER HA

Flirt Zone

Pick up Lines for the Modern Student

#FallEdition
> Wanna get coffee?
Cuz I like you a Latte.

Familiar Faces is a regular piece
that features faculty and staff members who are new or new to their
positions around Augustana, and
their answers to a series of non-formal questions.
This week, we asked Jayla
Brewer, Emily Merklinger, and Dr.
Judy Liao the following questions:
1) What do you carry to school to
hold your things? What can one ﬁnd
in it?

an ofﬁce setting, but the skills used
in both are quite similar. Being a
lifeguard taught me about public
relations, how to deal with conﬂict,
to teach and explain concepts, and to
work as a team. These are all skills
that I use on a daily basis, but now I
get to be dry and don’t have to wear
a swim suit every day!

Emily Merklinger
Emily Merklinger is a sessional lecturer in English for the Department
of Humanities.

2)What is your fall beverage of
choice? Is it the notorious pumpkin
spice latte? Do you have any opinions on the pumpkin spice trend?
3)What was your ﬁrst job? How does
it compare to your current one?

Jayla Brewer
Jayla Brewer is now the Acting Assistant Supervisor for the Learning,
Advising & Beyond ofﬁce.

1) Purse, generally a rather large
purse. One could ﬁnd all sorts of random items such as my cell phone and
charger, my lunch/snacks, business
cards, dog treats for my puppy, random receipts, lip gloss. The normal
stuff.
2) Beverage choice is generally just
coffee, but if I’m treating myself the
occasional PSL is delicious. I do
however like to mix things up so I
don’t generally order the same drink
twice in a row.
3) I would consider my ﬁrst “real”
job being a lifeguard and swim
instructor, which I did for 15 years,
even while I ﬁrst started working at
Augustana. Obviously lifeguarding is
a little bit different than working in

1) I have a Vans backpack with an
alien patch and a bunch of buttons
on it. One can usually, but not always, ﬁnd: the usual job related stuff
(lecture notes, textbooks, notebooks,
fancy pens); the novel I’m currently
reading (Sarah Waters’ The Paying
Guests); a pizza bun; headphones;
around ﬁve ridiculously overpriced
lipsticks; and, depending when I
last cleaned it, maybe some candy
wrappers.
2) Sadly, I can’t admit that my
favourite fall beverage of choice is
the notorious pumpkin spice latte.
I usually just drink too much black
coffee. I will admit that I enjoy the
occasional vanilla soy latte though.
3) I think my ﬁrst ‘real’ job was
working in the deli at Superstore. I
must have been about fourteen. It
was a pretty traumatic experience.
I’ve been a vegetarian since childhood and it was super unpleasant
to rip apart and/or skewer headless
chickens every shift. I think I lasted
a little less than a month. Teaching is
much better for obvious reasons (re:
no headless chickens). Beyond those
reasons, it’s almost unbelievable that
I am paid to research and talk about
things that I love and spend my time
talking about anyway. I could talk
about ﬁction endlessly.

> You’re tastier than
a organic, gluten-free
pumpkin pie.
1) I usually carry a briefcase to
school. My brother bought that for
me, saying “you need to look like
you actually have a job and an adult,
stop using your 10-year-old backpack”. So I retired my backpack
which has been with me through my
two graduate degrees and various
different conferences. I will miss
it. Besides the essentials (wallet,
keys...) one thing I always have in
my bag is pens. I make sure there
are pens, multiple of them, in every
single one of my bags, my casual
messenger bag, briefcase, outdoor
backpack, sport duffel bag, and my
travel luggage. I am one of those
who will pocket a free pen at a conference. The ﬁrst stationary item I
requested as soon as I started this job
is a box of pens. So if you ever need
a pen....
2) I don’t really have seasonal
drinks. I like a good cup of coffee
(black, please) and tea (no sugar no
milk, also herbal tea is not tea, people). I don’t like anything messing up
my drinks, so I don’t like any ﬂavored fancy drink. I guess I am pretty old-school that way (and pens!). If
I have opinions about pumpkin spice
trend, I think they would be slightly
inappropriate for a student publication. Just ask my students, I am
judgmental.
3) This is my ﬁrst “real” job. I’ve
done a couple different things here
and there. After ﬁnishing college and
ditching my law degree, I actually
worked at a sport marketing company for a little while. I wrote some
ﬂuffy sponsorship proposals, press
releases, etc. It’s a little bit funny
thinking about it now, because I talk
about all the issues in sport, media, and sponsorship in class. Also,
before I moved to Camrose, I was
on my one-year self-imposed sabbatical (meaning post-graduation and
unemployed) in Vancouver, [where]
I picked up some hours working
at Starbucks. The similarity? They
both pay me to do something I like.
At Starbucks, I get free coffee, here,
I talk, and judge (or should I say
“evaluate”?) people.

> Your skin is as soft as
a butternut squash.
> Mmmmm, you smell
like a Pumpkin Spice
Latte...
> You’re so beautiful,
even the leaves are
falling for you.
> The harvest is bountiful, just like my love
for you.
> Do you live in a
corn field? Cause I’m
stalking you.

Spotlight
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The Art of Going Down...
To Australia To Play Hockey
by CAROLYN VENTER

Ever heard of the AIHL? Of
course you haven’t. It’s the Australian Ice Hockey League. The current
champions of the league are the
Newcastle North Stars, and Augustana has some claim to their fame.
Beau Taylor, Scott Swiston, and
Connor McLaughlin all played for
the league this past summer.
“We rented a tent truck and
drove up the east coast. We went sky
diving and even ended up setting off
the sprinklers and ﬂooding the parking lot of the Sydney opera house.”
“Yeah my summer wasn’t much

fun either,” I offered.
When I asked them how they
replicated the magic of Australia in
Camrose, Alberta, they stated “Well,
it’s very different. Winter in Australia still gets up to 21 degrees and
they play European style hockey.”
They explained that the European style was a lot cleaner so I asked
them if they enjoyed the violence
in hockey that is more present in
Canada.
“Yeah, as much as people want
to get rid of it, it’s part of the game,”
said Beau.
“Players will take your number
and get you back later,” said Scott. “I
will say that I went to my ﬁrst hockey game in four years last Friday and
ended up chanting ‘Now beat him
with your stick!’ all the while Dean
Berger was only four seats away
from me.”
It’s the players’ last year at Au-

Keeping Consent Cool

5 Quick Tips to Improve Your Dating Life
by KEN WINDER

1) When they say no to or during
any activity, take that as no, and ﬁnd
something else to do. Like binge
watching Rick and Morty or playing
Super Smash Bros Melee.
2) If an individual states that they
aren’t romantically inclined towards
you, take it as such and don’t harass

Conner McLaughlin (left), Beau Taylor (center) and Scott Swiston (right)
brought plenty of Vikings spirit to our friends from down under -photo courtesy of interviewees
-gustana this year and upon asking
them what their future plans were
they stated that they wanted to play
professional hockey in Europe.
“What if that doesn’t work out?”
I asked rudely. “Well, I’ll probably
do the big boy thing and get a job,”
replied Scott.
Let’s hope for these boys, and
so many others at Augustana, that it
doesn’t come to that.
Fun fact, both Scott and Beau’s
most inspiring person is a man called
Elon Musk. For those of us who aren’t business majors, he is the inven-

-tor of PayPal!
So if you love hockey, violence,
people who have been to Australia,
and PayPal, you should come check
out the ‘bromance on ice’ as I now
like to refer to as hockey.
Beau states “We’ve played
together for ﬁve years now and it
would be nice to have one more
championship with Augustana under
our belt.”

said individual into changing their
mind.

5) Just have fun. Don’t go to any
function, gathering, or meeting with
any expectations. If you had fun,
focus on that aspect and don’t expect
more.

3) Take an individual on a date and
get to know them as human beings.
If the pace and attraction is right,
then great. If it isn’t, respect that and
don’t push for more.
4) Respect every individual’s feeling
and comfort levels. In doing so, you
present an opportunity for them to
feel valued and digniﬁed which is a
good thing for everyone involved.

Just following these ﬁve quick tips
is an easy and effective way to avoid
that pesky sexual grey area. If you
would like more information, please
google Sarah Silverman’s Ten Rape
Prevention Tips tweet.
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Cosmic Corner

Putting Dark Energy in the Spotlight
by CRYSTAL ROSENE

The universe is expanding. In
fact, this was ﬁrst determined 87
years ago by the famous astronomer,
Edwin Hubble. Hubble proposed
that the speed at which an object is
receding is proportional to its distance from Earth with the formula
v = Hod. Astronomers began to
piece together the evolution of our
universe from the time of the Big
Bang and thought they were close to
understanding where the universe is
ultimately going as well.
Since the Big Bang was essentially a giant explosion, it made
sense to assume it followed a standard model of any explosion: that at
some point, the total energy of the
pieces would dissipate, and thus,
come to a stop.
However, astronomers began
to note some really weird things
happening the farther away they
observed. Hubble’s Law predicted
that extremely distant objects would
recede faster than closer objects, and
the evidence concluded that this is
the case --albeit much faster than
expected. In other words, the universe isn’t just expanding, it’s accelerating!
Now of course, the natural question is why? Why is the universe not
slowing down, as predicted? And
what could possibly account for this
strange result?
It appears that there is some
unknown force at work here, some
anti-gravity that pushes everything
perpetually outwards instead of pulling it in. In order to have such imm-

-ense effects on something as large
as our entire universe…well there
must be an awful lot of this strange
entity.
Everything that exists in our
universe from radiation to matter
(also including dark matter!) is only
responsible for 20 - 40% of the density of the universe! The rest must
therefore be this unknown force that
is so plentiful. To make it even more
interesting, it is also something that
Just because you are breaking hearts and watching Breaking Bad
cannot be detected (yet). This mysdoesn’t mean you have to break the bank.
terious entity that accounts for the
remaining density of the universe is
what astronomers have labelled ‘dark
energy’.
The elusiveness of dark energy
stems from its apparent nature. If
it were a form of radiation, astronhub for bulk-priced nuts, seeds,
omers could use detectors aboard
by JENNIFER HA
tea, granola… and candy. Because
orbiting satellites to pick up traces of
you didn’t have a hard enough time
its existence, but so far this has not
resisting the urge to buy a pound of
been the case. Similarly, dark energy
peach rings before.
seemingly has no identiﬁable gravitational effects that can be detected.
Boston Pizza: Along with Wednes(This is a method used to detect dark
day wing night, where wings are
matter.)
half priced, the restaurant also has
Whether we can detect it or not,
We’ve all heard the promotional
discounted pasta on Tuesdays and
the data shows that dark energy deﬁ- spiel: attending Augustana can equal famous $11 3 oz drinks on Fishbowl
nitely exists. If anything, it could be
smaller class sizes, bigger opporFridays.
said that dark energy is more promtunities, additional scholarships,
inent now than it was in the past. As
and overall a really amazing liberal
Hart House Wine and Tapa: Every
the universe expands, the density of
arts education. What the brochures
Wednesday $5 beers and $6 house
matter and radiation both decrease,
neglect to mention, however, are
wines 7pm-9pm.
but the density of dark matter has
the perks that being a Viking has for
stayed the same. This means that we your wallet.
Flashing Your OneCard
live in what is called a ‘dark energy
Compared to living in a major
dominated universe’.
city, Camrose offers cheaper rent,
Co-op: Co-op will take 10% off your
It’s interesting to think that
less mileage on your car, and overentire grocery bill when you present
despite all we know, the majority of
all lower living costs. Furthermore,
your student ID.
the universe remains a mystery to us. the city has several spots that offer
But I imagine it won’t be long before bargains on special nights or just
Shoppers Drug Mart: You can get
new evidence emerges for underfor students—meaning your study
20% off regular priced items with
standing dark energy and its role in
breaks can feature more than just
your OneCard at Shoppers—includthe universe.
instant noodles and your roommate’s ing luxury fragrances and cosmetics.
Netﬂix subscription.
Love Sushi: Whether you’re just
Daily Deals
getting bubble tea or splurging on a
sashimi combo, you can get 10% off
The Canadian Brewhouse: From
your bill while supporting this local
cheap tacos on Tuesdays to a full-on business!
shrimp and steak dinner on Saturdays, the Brewhouse offers speEast Side Mario’s: East Side Mario’s
cial-priced food specials on every
will take 10% off your food bill with
day of the week—with drink specials a valid student ID, regardless of how
to match!
many loaves of bread you eat.

“Help me, I’m Poor”

Navigating Camrose on a Student Budget

Mr. Mike’s Steakhouse Casual: On
weekdays, Mr. Mike’s has happy
hour from 3pm to 6pm, meaning
appetizers as cheap as $4 additional
to awesome drink specials. Also,
the restaurant has “Lodge Night” on
Thursdays after 8pm, where dozens
of items are half-priced.
Bulk Barn: On Wednesdays, students
get a 10% discount at Camrose’s

Duggan Cinemas: Showing your
OneCard gets you a movie ticket for
$7, so you can afford to splurge on
that large bag of popcorn (which also
gets a reﬁll!).
Safeway: On the ﬁrst Tuesday of every month, Safeway takes 10% off of
your grocery bill. If you spend more
than $35, you also get a coupon that
gives you a discount on gas!
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Procrastination Station
Aquarius (Jan 21 - Feb 19)

I have no idea how your October
is going to turn out so to be safe I
would avoid any dangerous or stressful situations. Just chill for like the
whole 31 days.

Leo (July 24 - Aug 23)

Your friends are worried about you.
I don’t know why and I don’t really
care.

Virgo (Aug 24 - Sep 23)

You know what, I didn’t even make a
horoscope for you this issue. You’re
on your own for this month. Good
luck.

Aren’t you so happy that it’s no
longer September? You just narrowly escaped the social event that was
your birth. Good news though, it’s
almost Christmas. Bring on the Yuletide bonding.

Aries (Mar 21 - Apr 20)

Libra (Sep 24 - Oct 23)

Pisces (Feb 20 - Mar 20)

Look out for betrayal and purple this
month. If any of your friends are
wearing purple and reading The Art
of War, watch out.

Taurus (Apr 21 - May 21)

Stay away from bubble baths. Instead, buy a lottery ticket; your lucky
numbers are 6, 28, 49, 3, 11, 37.

Gemini (May 22 - June 21)

You are feeling really stressed this
month but avoid over eating because
you will gain weight...because that’s
how that works.

Cancer (June 22 - July 23)

It’s never too late to reinvent your
image, this October go to the Halloween store and try on every costume until you ﬁnd something better
than what you’ve got going on.

This month, since it’s your birthday
it’s ﬁnally time to treat yourself and
everyone you know by ﬁnally getting that haircut. While you’re at it
you should also brush your teeth.
Mmmmm, minty fresh.

Scorpio (Oct 24 - Nov 22)

October is your month of romance.
That is, if your deﬁnition of romance
is not having a romantic partner.

Sagittarius (Nov 23 - Dec 21)

You know what would make my
October better? If you pretended to
be the pet sea monkeys I never got as
a child.

Capricorn (Dec 22 - Jan 20)

Try baking this month. You need the
practice and it’s not like you have
midterms or anything…

It’s All Gravy, Baby!

An Original “Ayla’s Awesome Cartoon”

Ask Amber

Your sassy, satirical self-help guru
Dear Amber,
As a student, I like to work hard
and play hard. I spend the week
doing schoolwork so that I can go
out to the Taproom and OCs on the
weekends with my friends. That
being said, I’ve run into a bit of a
problem… partying on the weekends started with “Thank God it’s
Friday”, but that has quickly turned
into “Thirsty Thursday”, “Wing
Wednesday”, “Taco Tuesday”, and
so on.
Basically, my friends want to
go out and have a good time almost
every night. I really want to go out
and party with my friends, but I’m
worried that my bank account and
my grades won’t be able to handle it.
How do I balance my academic and
social life?
Signed,
Too Lit to Quit
Dear Too Lit to Quit,
Okay, the most important thing
I need to know is what year you are
in. If you are in your ﬁrst year you
can multiply the amount of partying
you are doing by 10x. If you are in
second year you need to subtract
4%. Third year, cut the partying
down by half. Fourth year, you can
only party every second weekend.
Get the picture?
It also depends what your major
is. If you are a math/physics major,
like I clearly am, you need to put
more time in than if you’re major
was, oh I don’t know, music. I also
need to know what kind of future
aspirations you have.
If you only need to pass your
classes you can disregard everything I’ve previously mentioned and
party until the cops stop you. On
the other hand, if you like to live in
the A range, you have no business
taking my advice ever. Do some soul
searching and write me back and I’ll
be happy to help.

Dear Amber,
I love your advice column!
Deﬁnitely words to live by. Now that
this is my last year, I am planning
to marry the man of my dreams this
August. Although his parents are
wonderful, I’m a little concerned
about the role that they still play in
his life… particularly his mother.
She still does my ﬁancé’s laundry, makes his lunches daily, and
cleans his house. She doesn’t even
live with him! I certainly love my ﬁancé and am excited to start our new
lives together, but I don’t want his
mother around all the time catering
to his whim. Any thoughts?
Sincerely,
Mommy Issues
Dear Mommy Issues,
Yikes. It really doesn’t sound to
me like this guy is ready for marriage. The most important thing is
that you clarify that you won’t be
doing any of that crap when you are
married. Also make sure he knows
that his relationship with his mother
is strange.
I think the best and healthiest
way to resolve this issue is to set
aside a day where you teach him all
basic life skills. Hopefully he will
take pride in cooking his own grilled
cheeses and him and his mom can
do normal things together like talk
about when you will be bearing his
children.
I suggest you watch the movie
‘License to Wed’ from 2007 starring
Robin Williams and Mandy Moore.
Worse come to worse, you might
have to sit Elaine (Judy/Dianne/other
generic 47 year old woman’s name)
down and talk to her about how her
behavior may be detrimental to, not
only her son, but the larger society as
a whole.

Oooh, so hot

Sexy Sudoku
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Campus Happenings!
Tuesday, October 4
Can first questions (Who we
are? How should we live?) be an
educational focus in this era of
global technological culture?
Augustana Distinguished Lecture with
Dr. Kieran Bonner
12:30 – 2:00 pm in Roger Epp Room

The Paperboys
8 pm @ Cargill Theatre
$32 tickets for students @ camroselive.
ca
Saturday, October 15
Women’s Volleyball vs. GPRC
1:00 pm @ Augustana Gym

ISIS, Donald Trump, and Technological Culture: Reflections on
Human Purpose
Augustana Distinguished Lecture with
Dr. Kieran Bonner
7:00 pm @ Camrose Public Library

Men’s Volleyball vs. GPRC
3:00 pm @ Augustana Gym

Saturday, October 8

Men’s Basketball vs.
CONCORDIA
8:00 pm @ Augustana Gym

Men’s Hockey vs.
CONCORDIA
6:00 pm @ Encana Arena

Women’s Basketball vs.
CONCORDIA
6:00 pm @ Augustana Gym

Sunday, October 16

Friday, October 21
Fall Break
Women’s Basketball vs.
KEYANO
6:00 pm @ Augustana Gym
Norman Foote
7pm @ The Bailey Theatre
$20 tickets for students @ Bailey Box
Ofﬁce or online
Men’s Basketball vs.
KEYANO
8:00 pm @ Augustana Gym
Saturday, October 22
Lion, Bear, Fox
8pm @ The Bailey Theatre
$15 tickets for students @ Bailey Box
Ofﬁce or online

East Coast Kitchen Party with
Derina Harvey Band
8 pm @ Cargill Theatre
$25 tickets for students @ camroselive.
ca

Anime Hypercubed presents:
Rose City Anime Festival
9am @ The Bailey Theatre
$15 tickets online @ rosecityanime.
com/tickets/

Sunday, October 23

Tuesday, October 11

Wednesday, October 19

Class of ‘59: The Early Years of
Rock’n’Roll
7:30 pm @ Performing Arts Centre
$49 tickets @ camroselive.ca

CRC: Commemorating the
Reformation: Five Hundred
Years Later
A Conversation with Bishop Larry
Kochendorfer, Dr. Faith Nostbakken and
Dr. Julien Hammond
12:30 – 1:30 pm in Roger Epp Room

Women’s Soccer vs. GPRC
2:00 pm @ Campus Field

Friday, October 14
Women’s Volleyball vs. GPRC
6:00 pm @ Augustana Gym
Men’s Volleyball vs. GPRC
8:00 pm @ Augustana Gym
Bardic Form with The Olson
Brothers
8pm @ The Bailey Theatre
$15 tickets for students @ Bailey Box
Ofﬁce or online

Thursday, October 20
Fall Break
The Black Hyenas & Rocky
Horror Picture Show
8pm @ The Bailey Theatre
$10 tickets for students @ Bailey Box
Ofﬁce or online

Go VIKINGS!

Women’s Basketball vs.
KEYANO
1:00 pm @ Augustana Gym

The Bailey Buckaroos
2pm @ The Bailey Theatre
$15 tickets for students @ Bailey Box
Ofﬁce or online
Milton Schlosser & Friends: Classical & Jazz
2pm @ Cargill Theatre
$15 tickets for students @ camroselive.
ca
Men’s Basketball vs.
KEYANO
3:00 pm @ Augustana Gym
Men’s Soccer vs. GPRC
4:00 pm @ Campus Field

HOME GAMES ARE FREE FOR
STUDENTS WITH A VALID
ONECARD!
Check out the Vikings Village App.
Check in to events and gain points for
real-life rewards and prizes!

